
Pitcherskaia v. INS 
Gender & Sexual Identity issues in Refugee Law 



Facts 

 

 

• Pitcherskaia v. the INS (Immigration and 

naturalization service) 

• United States Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit 

• 35 year old Russian woman 

• Entered the US as a visitor for pleasure on 

March 22, 1992 

• She applied for asylum and witholding of 

deportation on ground that she was persecuted 

and feared future persecution 



Grounds for asylum claim 

Political opinion 

• Both she and her dad had anti-
Communist opinions; 

• He was arrested and imprisoned 
numerous times during 
Pitcherskaia’s childhood; 

• He died in prison in 1972; 

• She claims to be under the control 
and surveillance of the police. 

Sosial group, Russian Lesbians 

• Support of lesbian and gay civil 
rights in Russia; 

• 1980: first arrest 18 years old; 

• 1981-1983: several arrests; 

• 1985: ex-girlfriend in psychiatric 
institution; 

• 1985- 1989: «therapy» sessions to 
cure her; 

• 1990-1991; arrested two times. 



Issue 

FLETCHER, Circuit Judge p.2; 

 

«We must decide whether Section 101 (a) (42)(A) of the 
Immigration and Nationality Act, (……), requires an alien 
to prove that her persecutor harbored a subjective intent to 
harm or punish» 



Relevant legal standard  
• Section 101 (a) (42)(A) of The Immigration and Nationality 

Act: 

(42) The term "refugee" means: 

 (A) any person who is outside any country of such person's nationality 
or, in the case of a person having no nationality, is outside any country in 
which such person last habitually resided, and who is unable or unwilling to 
return to, and is unable or unwilling to avail himself or herself of the 
protection of, that country because of persecution or a well-founded fear of 
persecution on account of race, religion, nationality, membership in a 
particular social group, or political opinion, or.. 

• No definition of persecution in the Act 

 



Decision 

 

 

1. The Immigration Judge: denied  

 

2. Board of Immigration Appeals: denied 

 

3. Court of Appeals: reversal and remand 



Summary of the BIA ruling 
 

• The Board denied Pitcherskaia´s appeal 

• Divided opinion 

• The majority did not make a finding as to Pitcherskaia´s 
credibility because it found that she had failed to meet 
her burden in establishing eligibility for relief. 

 



The BIA majority  
• The majority did not make a finding as to Pitcherskaia´s credibility 

because it found that she had failed to meet her burden in 
establishing eligibility for relief. 

• Two reasons: 

1) Although she had been subjected to involuntarily psychiatric 
treatments, the militia and psychiatric institutions intended to 
"cure" her, not punish her, and thus their actions did not 
constitute "persecution" within the meaning of the Act. 

2) Recent political and social changes in her home country 
made it unlikely that she would be subject to psychiatric treatment 
with persecutory intent upon her return to the present-day Russia 

 



The BIA majority relies on 
• A previous ruling from the Court of Appeals: 

 Canas-Segovia-case   

 

• As well as two prior BIA rulings: 

 Matter of Mogharrabi & 

 Matter of Acosta 

 

• Both cases stated the standard for proving persecution included an 
intent to punish 

 



"Intent to punish" 
• Applicant may establish that she has a well-founded fear of 

persecution if she proves that: 
 

1. the persecutor seeks to overcome a belief or characteristic of the 
victim by using punishment of some sort; 

2. the persecutor is aware or could become aware, that the victim 
possesses the characteristic sought to be overcome; 

3. the persecutor is able to punish the victim; and 

4. the persecutor has the inclination to punish the alien 

 

 



The Dissenting Judge –  
Chairman Schmidt 
 

Rejected both: 

• the BIA majority´s legal holding that an alien must prove that her 
persecutor had an intent to punish; 

•  as well as its factual finding that the situation had improved 
markedly for gays and lesbians in Russia. 

 



Court of Appeals: 
The well-founded fear of persecution  

 

• subjectively genuine; 

• objectively reasonable: establish a reasonable fear of persecution 

by credible, direct, and specific evidence; 

• past persecution: presumed to have a well-founded fear of 

persecution.  

 



Court of Appeals: 

The Definition of Persecution:  

"persecution" as "the infliction of suffering or harm upon those who 

differ . . . in a way regarded as offensive.”  (Sangha v. INS) 

 

• definition is objective: focus not on the subjective intent of the 
persecutor but on what a reasonable person would deem "offensive” 

•  motive requirement : characteristic of the victim is relevant, not 
that of the persecutor 

 



Court of Appeals: 
Punishment and Persecution 

 

• unreasonably severe punishment can constitute "persecution“  (Rodriguez- 
Roman v. INS) 

• "punishment" is neither a mandatory nor a sufficient aspect of 
persecution. (Fisher, 79 F.3d at 963) 

 

Two concepts are not coterminous: 

• Punishment implies that the perpetrator believes the victim has 
committed a crime or some wrong; 

• Whereas persecution simply requires that the perpetrator cause the 
victim suffering or harm. 

 



Court of Appeals: 
Conclusion 

 
• The definition of "persecution" does not include a subjective 

intent to punish or harm.  

 

• The definition of persecution applied by the BIA majority is 
erroneous 

  

PETITION FOR REVIEW GRANTED. REVERSED and REMANDED. 

 



Comments 
 

• Normally, federal courts of appeal follow the BIA´s interpretations 
because the Act does not define persecution.  

• But, the Court found BIA´s definition of persecution to be contrary 
to the statue. 

• The Court of Appeals clearly and consistently refers to the BIA 
majority´s legal standing as erroneous. 

• The Court of Appeals clarifies a new legal standard and stated 
that the definition of persecution is objective.  

 

 



Comments 
 

• The Court criticized the choice of previous rulings that the BIA rely 
on by referring to other rulings from the Court of appeals. 

• States that neither the Supreme Court or the Court of Appeals has 
construed the Act as imposing a requirement that the alien prove 
that her persecutor was motivated by a desire to punish or inflict 
harm. 

 



Questions 
• Isn't the result quite obvious? 

• Yes, because: 

• The intent of the persecutor does not make the result more or less 
harmful for the victim of persecution.  

• Persecutors can easily deny or manipulate their true intent. 

• No, because: 

• see Faddoul v. INS, 1994 (United States Court of Appeals, Fifth 
Circuit) 

• Is it a specific sexual orientation issue? 

 

 



Conclusion 
 

 

"Persecution by any other name remains persecution" 

(Pitcherskaia v. INS (9th Circuit 1997) 


